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Explored Normalized Cut With Random Walk
Refining Term for Image Segmentation
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Abstract— The Normalized Cut (NCut) model is a popular
graph-based model for image segmentation. But it suffers from
the excessive normalization problem and weakens the small
object and twig segmentation. In this paper, we propose an
Explored Normalized Cut (ENCut) model that establishes a
balance graph model by adopting a meaningful-loop and a k-step
random walk, which reduces the energy of small salient region,
so as to enhance the small object segmentation. To improve the
twig segmentation, our ENCut model is further enhanced by
a new Random Walk Refining Term (RWRT) that adds local
attention to our model with the help of an un-supervising random
walk. Finally, a move-making based strategy is developed to
efficiently solve the ENCut model with RWRT. Experiments on
three standard datasets indicate that our model can achieve stateof-the-art results among the NCut-based segmentation models.
Index Terms— Normalized Cut (NCut), image segmentation,
unsupervised learning, graph signal processing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

MAGE segmentation is a basic task for computer vision,
which focuses on partitioning an image into a set of
connected regions. A precise segmentation is beneficial to capturing meaningful features and helpful for high-level computer
vision tasks. In the past decades, many methods regard image
segmentation as a clustering task and adopt classical clustering
algorithms to label the pixels [1]–[6]. However, due to the lack
of correlation attention, these algorithms are sensitive to spatial
changes and weaken their segmentation results. Recently,
to concern the global information and improve the segmentation performance, a series of segmentation methods [7]–[14]
have adopted the Normalized Cut (NCut) model to embed the
original low-level features into a more discriminative space to
reflect the correlations between pixels.
The NCut [11] models an image as an undirected graph
and aims to partition it into two connected sub-graphs by
cutting off the minimum weight edges. Although this method
provides a global view for image segmentation, the less
balance attention makes it tend to cut off the extremely
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small partitions. That is, the NCut suffers from the excessive
normalization problem, which restricts its performance when
facing un-balance segmentation (such as small objects and
twigs). Fig.1(b) shows a visual example for the excessive
normalization segmentation caused by NCut model. As can be
observed, the partition of tree branches (highlight by the red
box) contains background pixels to balance this partition size.
Although this problem can be released by over-segmenting the
background into multi-partitions with similar size as the object,
it is time-consuming to generate the redundant partitions (highlight by the yellow box). Seriously, the excessive normalization
will cause failure when segmenting the twigs. As shown in
Fig.1(b) (highlight by the blue box), the boundaries of the twig
are cut down to compensate the two unbalance background
partitions. This defect limits the usage of NCut in some
specific tasks such as tree branch or blood vessel segmentation.
Although some works [12], [14] try to conduct a smooth
area for the balance term to theoretically solve the excessive
normalization of NCut, they are time-consuming and do not
comprehensively analyze the basic reason for this problem.
In this paper, we point out that the basic causation of excessive normalization is in two aspects: the balance-dominant
problem and the global-dominant problem. Then, we propose
an Explored Normalized Cut (ENCut) model with Random
Walk Refining Term (RWRT) to solve these two problems.
Unlike other NCut-based methods which deal with the excessive normalization problem by limiting the strength of the
balance term, our ENCut solves this problem more directly
by adding balance attention into the graph model. To prevent
cutting twigs when compensating the balance strength, our
ENCut model is further enhanced by the RWRT that adds
local attention from the help of a persistent random walk.
Experiments indicate that our model can achieve state-ofthe-art results in both performance and efficiency among the
NCut-based segmentation models.
In summary, this paper has the following contributions:
• The fundamental cause for excessive normalization
problem is analyzed and classified to two kinds: the
balance-dominant problem which weakens the segmentation of small objects; the global-dominant problem which
weakens the segmentation of twigs.
• Presenting the ENCut model, which compensates the
balance term of small partitions by a meaningful-loop
and a k-step random walk to solve the balance-dominant
problem of the NCut.
• Presenting the RWRT scheme, which introduces local
attention into the graph model by generating a persistent
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Fig. 1. An overview of the excessive normalization and our proposed method.
The red box and yellow box reflects the balance-dominant aspect of excessive
normalization which solved by the proposed ENCut. The blue box reflects the
global-dominant aspect of excessive normalization which solved by adding the
proposed RWRT for NCut (N-RWRT). Therefore, the excessive normalization
can be totally solved by considering both aspects (EN-RWRT).

•

random walk, which solves the global dominant problem
of the NCut.
Presenting a move-making based strategy, which can
solve the ENCut model with RWRT efficiently.

For example, Tao et al. [15] utilize the Mean-shift clustering to catch the localization discontinuity characteristics
and then perform the NCut model to achieve globally optimized clustering. Arbelaez et al. [7] use NCut model to add
global attention for the boundary detection, where the weight
matrix of the graph model is built with the multiscale Pb
detector. Ponttuset et al. [8] propose a hierarchical segmentation framework that uses NCut model to efficiently segment
images with different resolutions and also present a fast downsampled eigenvector computation strategy. Li and Chen [16]
use weighted K-Means cluster to approximate the NCut
energy and design a model to efficiently generate superpixels.
Meng et al. [17] combine the NCut and MRF by introducing
the Pott term into the NCut energy to enhance the consistency.
However, these methods either incorporate the NCut model
with other unsupervised clustering methods or just utilize
NCut as a branch rather than solving a joint energy. In recent
years, some other Cut-based segmentation models [18]–[21]
are derived from the semi-supervised strategy, which adds
auxiliary nodes to represent the object and background.
B. Related Works of the Random Walk

II. R ELATED W ORKS
A. Related Works of the Normalized Cut
The idea of Cut-based method is firstly proposed by
Pothen et al. [9], which models an image as an undirected
graph and aims to unsupervisely partition it into two connected sub-graphs by cutting off the minimum weight edges.
Although this method provides a global view for image
segmentation, the cut model cannot balance the size of subgraphs and make it tend to cut off the extremely small
partitions. To solve this problem, Hagen and Kahng [10]
proposes the Ratio Cut (RCut) which adopts the balanced cut
energy to balance the number of nodes in the two partitions
and obtain balanced segmentation. With the same motivation, Shi and Malik [11] proposes the Normalized Cut (NCut)
model to balance the sum of partition’s degree and generate
a more balanced segmentation result. However, their balance
terms are excessively affected by the number of nodes in
the two partitions, which makes the balance term dominant
the whole energy when facing small object segmentation.
To disrupt this dominancy, Cahill et al. [12] proposes the
Compassionately Conservative Balanced Cuts (CCBCut) that
can generate a more smooth area for the balance term of
the NCut [11] and RCut [10]. It can also be viewed as the
min-cut of the Piecewise Flat Embedding (PFE) proposed
by Yu et al. [13], [14], which limits the NCut energy with
L p -regularized to improve the sparsity of the embedding.
Actually, the CCBCut and PFE both follow the balanced term
of the NCut (or RCut) and focus on generalizing the NCut
model by limiting its balance strength with a parameter that
gives a series of choices for the balance term. However, finding
the optimal balance strength in such a series is still challenging
and they will generate additional complexity when solving the
L p -regularized problem.
Due to the effectiveness of NCut on catching global information, it has been introduced to other segmentation tasks.

The Random Walk (RW)-based models are another
graph-based segmentation method, which specializes in segmenting small objects and weak boundaries due to the localization property of the first arrival probability [22]. Different
from the NCut-based methods, the RW-based models are
usually semi-supervised. That is, the pre-labeled pixels must
be given as the seed nodes for a graph model. The original
RW segmentation model calculates the first arrival probability between each unlabeled node (i.e., the pixels without a
predefined label) and every seed node as the membership
degree. But when facing weak boundaries around twigs, this
RW model has a high probability to walk span the boundary.
To solve this problem, Shen et al. [23] propose the Lazy
Random Walk (LRW), which adds meaningful-loops with a
fixed weight for each node. When facing weak boundaries,
the meaningful-loops can enable the random walk process
to stay in its current state rather than walking span the
boundaries. It also changes the membership degree from the
first arrival probability to the opposite commute time and
allows to consider the bidirectional walk path. The Partially
Absorbing Random Walk (PARW) proposed by Wu et al. [24]
also uses meaningful-loop to enhance the local attention of
the random walk process. In which, the meaningful-loops only
trigger one time to absorb a walk process, so that the absorbing
probability can be used to judge the membership degree for
unlabeled nodes. The Random Walk Returns (RWR) [25] uses
some return edges to connect every unlabeled node and seed
node to enhance locality. When facing weak edges, the walk
process of RWR can return to the start state to avoid boundary
span. The SubRW [26] defines a framework to unify the above
four type RW-based models and create a novel model with
the Gaussian mixture model. Although the above models can
improve the performance of RW, they depend too much on
the pre-label seed node and lead to low efficiency. Recently,
to solve these problems, Li and Gao [27] propose Continuous
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Random Walk (CRW) that uses coherence regularization to
reduce the seeds sensitivity and can be efficiently performed
by using GPU. However, the GPU computation increases
the hardware requirements and cannot use in limited size
apparatus. Lei et al. [28] propose the Dynamic Random
Walk (DRW) to dynamically label unlabeled nodes into the
seed nodes with the help of a prior queue and cut edges to
reduce the redundant walk process. But when segmenting an
image into small amount partitions, the DRW is also inefficient
due to the lengthy queue and requiring sufficient seed nodes.
III. P RELIMINARIES & P ROBLEM D EFINITION
In this section, we firstly introduce the two original models
of NCut and RW. Then, we analyze the affection of the
excessive normalization of the NCut model and discuss its
fundamental causation in two aspects: the balance-dominant
problem and the global-dominant problem. Finally, we generally introduce our strategy of ENCut with RWRT to solve
the excessive normalization problem, which can improve the
segmentation performance by enhancing the difference of
edges between distinct regions and considering the influence
in a long-range.

Fig. 2.
(a) is the ground truth of this image. (b) is the bi-partition
segmentation result of NCut. (c) Each term in NCut energy for the ground
truths partitions of the valuation images in BSDS500.

where Ni is a set that contains the neighbors of node i . The
label of each seed node will be distributed to the unlabeled
nodes whose first arrival probability ri j is larger than that of
other seeds.
B. Problem Definition

A. Preliminaries
1) Normalized Cut: As a graph-based segmentation model,
the NCut models an image as an undirected graph G = (V, E),
where V is the set of nodes corresponding to each pixel, and
E is the set of edges connecting the node pairs. The weight
of each edge is defined as:
wi j = ex p(−I i − I j /σ )

(1)

where I i and I j are the feature vector of the node i and node
j , σ is a parameter.
The purpose of segmentation is to partition the graph into
two (or multi) disjoint subgraphs G1 = (V1 , E1 ), G2 =
(V2 , E2 ) by cutting edges in the graph G. It can be achieved
by minimizing the following NCut energy function [11]:
NCut (V1 , V2 ) = Bal(V1, V2 ) ∗ Cut (V1 , V2 )
1
1
=( 
+ 
)
2
( i∈V1 di )
( j ∈ V 2 d j )2



wi j

i∈V1 , j ∈V2

(2)
where di is the degree of node i . The balance term
Bal(V1, V2 ) reflects the balance degree between two subgraphs, while the cut term Cut (V1 , V2 ) reflects the distinctiveness of these two subgraphs.
2) Random Walk: The RW model also regards the input
image as a graph. Different from the NCut, the RW is a
semi-supervised model, in which the pre-labeled pixels must
be given as the seed nodes of a graph model. Thus, the
membership probability can be generated by the first arrival
probability matrix R = (ri j ) between unlabeled nodes and
each seed node. The ri j is defined as [26]:
 wil
ri j =
∗ rl j
(3)
di
l∈Ni

1) Balance-Dominant Problem: Although the NCut
model performs well in many vision tasks [7], [8],
[29], the number-dominancy balance term causes the
excessive normalization when facing unbalance partitions
segmentation [12], [14].
Fig.2 shows an example of the balance-dominant problem
in real scenes. As can be observed, there is a relatively
small object in the large background. Even though the Cut
term is low, the small salient partition (region 2 in Fig.2.(a))
will generatea very high number-dominant balance term
dBal(Vi ) = ( i∈Vi di )−2 , which directly raises its d NCut =
i∈V1 , j ∈V2 wi j

2
j ∈V d j )

term in (2). So the NCut model tends to segment
the most balance one as in Fig.2.(b). This problem seriously
weakens the performance of the NCut model, especially for
the small object segmentation [12], [14].
To further display the impact of the small salient partition
on the performance of NCut model, an experiment is shown
in Fig.2.(c). We compute the d Bal, d NCut and Cut term in
equation (2) with the ground truth partitions in the BSDS500
dataset, and then gather them by the ’number ’ of pixels in
this partition. As can be observed, due to the high d Bal
term, the small partitions (have less than 500 pixels) generate
a much high d NCut term and cause the great raise of
the minimizing-target energy in (2), which make the NCut
algorithm fail to segment the small salient partitions. Seriously,
the number of small salient partitions appear abundantly in
ground-truth segmentation.
Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that the basic
reason for the balance-dominant problem is that the NCut
energy of each possible partition result is dominated by the
small salient partitions. These small partitions have a much
higher d Bal term that weakens the effect of Cut term and
dominates the whole energy. The existing works [12]–[14]
(

2
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reformulate the d Bal term as: d Bal ∗ = ( i∈Vi di )−β , where
β ∈ (0, 2) is the balance parameter. Although they can
theoretically generate an optimal balance strength for a specific
image by choosing a suitable β, they indistinctly constrain
the d Bal term for all partitions. Therefore, their balance
constraints on the partition of large size are redundant and
tremendously increase their complexity.
In this paper, we propose an ENCut model to directly
restrain the unreasonable high energy for those small salient
partitions. Specifically, the proposed ENCut model uses a
meaningful-loop graph to introduce a pixel-level balanced
compensation to the d Bal term of the small salient partitions. Furthermore, the proposed exploring energy uses the
long-range influences to extend this pixel-level compensation
to partition-level to reduce the Cut term.
2) Global-Dominant Problem: Another aspect of the excessive normalization is the global-dominant problem which is
caused by the excessive global attention of the NCut energy.
From (2), the NCut model focuses on cutting off the edge
set with the smallest weight in the graph model and balancing the degrees of the two partitions. But it ignores the
context of the small weight edges, which makes the model
lack considering the local condition. Typically as the twig
segmentation situation shown in Fig. 3, the twig node in the
ground truth segmentation (Fig. 3.(a)) has two (or three) weak
edges between each other. This means that if the NCut model
intends to segment this three-node length twig, it should cut
off seven weak edges (Fig. 3.(b)). While based on the rule
in (2), only cutting three edges is enough to bipartition the
graph (Fig. 3.(c)). In other words, the difference between weak
edges and strong edges satisfies: ws < 5 ∗ we . When the twig
gets longer, this contrast will be further increased and make
the model fail to segment the twig parts.
More seriously, this problem will be magnified by the
normalization term when the twig is connected partition with
large degrees like Fig. 3. When merging this twig into the
less degree partition, not only the Cut term in (2) is sharply
decreasing (based on the above discussion), but the Bal
term also decreases to compensate the balance, which further
weakens the segmentation result. To solve the global-dominant
problem, a locality constraint should be added to make the
model attention to the node and edge near the contours.
Existing works such as the KCut [17] introduce the Pott
term into the NCut energy to enhance the consistency. But
it only punishes the inhomogeneity and does not solve the
error results like Fig 3.(c).
In this paper, inspired by the random walk model [26] that is
superior in weak contours and twig segmentation, we propose
an RWRT scheme into the energy function to directly consider
the neighbor influence of the node with less degree (near the
contours) to increase the punishment of twig compensation.
Unlike the traditional RW model, our RWRT does not pre-label
seed nodes and is easy to combine with the NCut-based
models.
3) Our Solutions: Considering the two aspects of the
excessive normalization problem, here we propose a novel
model based on a two-level exploring graph model, which
can generate a more reasonable weight matrix. One level is
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Fig. 3.

The example of the global-dominant problem.

the ENCut whose effect is shown in Fig.1(c) (ENCut part).
It adds a meaningful-loop into the graph model and uses
a k-step random walk to transfer the meaningful-loop and
enhances each edge weight by its neighbor. This scheme can
compensate the degree of small salient regions and enhance
the gap between the weight of weak edges and strong edges.
The other level is the RWRT whose effect is shown in Fig.1(e)
(N-RWRT part). It generates a persistent random walk on the
original graph model and enhances the strong edges near the
weak contours and twig parts by considering the first arrival
probability. This scheme can add neighbor attention for the
edges near the contours. From Fig.1(f), we can see that our
EN-RWRT schemes can mutually promote the segmentation
performance. Specifically, based on these two exploring methods, the k-step transformation matrix P = { pi j } and the first
arrival probability matrix R = {ri j } can be obtained. Then,
these two matrices are further merged to form the final affinity
matrix for our EN-RWRT model:
W f = P + μR

(4)

where μ is a parameter to balance two terms.
In addition, a new energy function is also defined to adapt
the modified graph model:
1  f
E(x) =
wi j ||x i − x j ||2
2
i

j

i

j

i

j

1 
=
( pi j + μri j )||x i − x j ||2
2
1 
1 
=
pi j ||x i − x j ||2 +μ
ri j ||x i − x j ||2
2
2
i

j

= E p (x) + μEr (x)

(5)

where the k-step transformation probability pi j is obtained
by generating k-step random walk on the proposed
meaningful-loop graph model of ENCut model, and the first
arrival probability ri j defined in (3) is obtained by an unsupervised persistent random walk process with the help of RWRT
scheme.
In the following section IV, V, we will detailedly discuss our
method in these two parts: the ENCut scheme which generates
the first term E p (x); the RWRT scheme which generates the
second term Er (x). And then, the solution for the combined
energy function will be proposed based on a move-making
algorithm.
IV. T HE P ROPOSED E XPLORED N ORMALIZED C UT
In this section, we propose the ENCut model which can
solve the balance-dominant problem of the NCut. First,
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we introduce the meaningful-loop graph model for the ENCut,
which can compensate the degree of small salient regions.
Then an exploring energy is given to enhance the gap between
the weight of weak edges and strong edges. Finally, a fast
explored strategy is presented to accelerate the computing.
A. The Meaningful-Loop Graph Model for the ENCut
Different from the graph model in the existing NCut methods [11], [12], [30], we add a meaningful-loop for each node in
the graph model to generate the pixel-level balance attention.
The weight matrix W s = (wisj ) of our ENCut is defined as:

ex p(−I i − I j /σ ) i = j
s
wi j =
(6)
si
i= j
where si is a balance prior for node i to measure the probability that i belongs to a small partition.
Assuming the bipartition result is Go = {V1 , V2 }, we define
the NCuts for our meaningful-loop graph as:
NCuts (V1 , V2 ) = Bals (V1 , V2 ) ∗ Cuts (V1 , V2 )



=[
dis )−2 + (
d sj )−2 ]
i∈V1

j ∈ V2

wisj

i∈V1 , j ∈V2

(7)
where dis is the degree of node i , and wisj is the edge
weight between node i and node j , Bals and Cuts are the
corresponding balance term and cut term.
Based on this definition, our graph model has the following
significant properties:
Theorem 1: The meaningful-loop in our graph model only
affects the Bal term in (2) for each possible bipartition result
and without changes the Cut term.
Proof: Based on (1) and (6), we can get: wisj = wi j ,
s
di = di + si . Therefore, the Cut term in (7) can be rewrote
as:

Cuts (V1 , V2 ) =
wi j = Cut (V1 , V2 )
(8)

Fig. 4.

The visual example of meaningful-loop graph model.

Thus we can get: Bals (Vi ) = φ(Si ) ∗ d Bal(Vi ), which means
that we can use the reasonable weight of the meaningful-loop
to define φ(S) to refine the d Bal term.

Based on these two properties, we can set high weight
for meaningful-loop of the nodes in small salient partitions to reduce the d Bal term, which can restrain the
number-dominancy of the balance term. In this paper, we set
the meaningful-loop weight as: si = λ ∗ di ∗ li , where λ
is an experimental
parameter, di is the degree of i , and

li = K1 k ||IiS − IkS ||2 is a coarse superpixel-level discrimination [31] to express the difference between i and all other
pixels, IiS is the coarse superpixel contained pixel i and is
generated by watershed algorithm [32]. Our meaningful-loop
weight ensures that the meaningful-loop is only large for the
pixels in small saliency partitions (Note, the small saliency
partitions generate a large balance term in (2) and cause the
balance-dominant problem as discussed in Sec.III.B.).
Our meaningful-loop introduces the pixel-level balance attention into the graph model by the weight of
meaningful-loops that generate high weight in the small
saliency nodes. Fig.4 shows an example for the original
degree matrix and the new one with meaningful-loops.
The large smooth background area with a large degree
is weakened by the loop weight si , so the high d Bal
for the small saliency partitions are partly solved. Moreover, our meaningful-loop graph model also gives a general strategy to easily introduce the balance prior by setting
specific si .

i∈V1 , j ∈V2

This formulation means that introducing the meaningful-loop
only affects the balance term.

Theorem 2: The meaningful-loop of each node only refines
the d Bal term of the possible partitions that contain this node.
Proof: Let d Bals to be the balance term of our
meaningful-loop graph model and Sk = {wii |i ∈ Vk }
is the meaningful-loop edge set, we can reformulate the
Bals (V1 , V2 ) in (7) as:
Bals (V1 , V2 ) = d Bals (V1 ) + d Bals (V2 )


(di + si ))−2 + (
(di + si ))−2
=(
i∈V1

(



i∈V2

2
i∈V1 di )

= 
∗ d Bal(V1)
( i∈V1 di + i∈V1 si )2

( i∈V2 di )2

∗ d Bal(V2)
+ 
( i∈V2 di + i∈V2 si )2
(9)
= φ(S1 )d Bal(V1) + φ(S2 )d Bal(V2)

B. The Exploring Energy for the ENCut
Although our meaningful-loop introduces the balanced
attention into the graph model, this balance attention is
pixel-level and coarse because it only reflects the node probability that locates in small saliency regions. Actually, only the
pixel-level balance attention is not enough to restrain NCut
term of the small saliency region since it is also determined
by the partition-level balance. Here we define a new energy
function based on the random walk to explore the meaningfulloop graph. It adds neighbor affection to the graph model and
can further reduce the d Bal and Cut term for the small salient
partitions.
Unlike other NCut-based models [9]–[12] which view
the graph model as a fixed graph, our ENCut regards it
as a dynamic graph. A k-step generalized random walk
is applied on our graph model, which can be seen as a
Markov Process whose transformation matrix is under the
measure space. Therefore, we define the energy function of
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the proposed ENCut as:
E NCut (V1 , V2 ) = ECut (V1 , V2 ) ∗ E Bal(V1, V2 )

1

=
pi j ∗ ( 
2
(
i∈V1
j ∈V p i j )
i∈V1 , j ∈V2

pi j

aikj

1

+
(
i∈V2
j ∈V

k
s
ai j wi j = 0
=
0 others
⎧
k−1
s
⎪
⎨ l wil ∗ al j
= wisj
⎪
⎩
0

p i j )2

)

(10)
(11)

k>1
k=1
others

(12)

where k is an odd number to decide the range of walk, wisj is
the edge weight between the node i and node j defined in (6).
In general, our ENCut can be seen as firstly obtaining pi j by
a k-step random walk on the meaningful-loop graph model to
catch long-range attention and then conducting original NCut
energy based on this pi j . Considering the L 2 normalization
problem can be simplified by the Rayleigh Quotient and
efficiently solved compared with the L p normalization [11],
we do not adopt the CCBCut energy in our algorithm.
From (11), we can also see that without increasing the
matrix complexity, the weight matrix P is influenced by the
nodes that can be reached in k-step. So it can obtain neighbor
attention for the graph model. Actually, our exploring energy
can be seen as an original NCut energy on a refining graph
model, in which, the low weight edges are further weakened by
the k-step random walk based on the trait that a random walk
is likely to walk through the strong weight edge [22]. This
trait makes our exploring energy have the following property:
Theorem 3: The exploring influence of the non-loop edges
enhance the gap of the weight between the edges connecting
significantly different partitions and other edges.
Proof: Firstly, the non-loop edges in the graph model
are classified into two set: Eb = {ei j |wisj < α} and Es =
/ Eb }, where ei j means the edge connected node i and
{ei j |ei j ∈
node j , α is a small threshold to select the weak edges. Then
we define the k neighbor edge set of ei j : Nkij = {ei j |ai j = 0}.
Considering the fact that the contour of an object is continuous
and majority of smooth pixels are far from the contour, the
graph satisfies that:
∀ei j ∈Eb Nkij ∩ Eb = ∅, ∀ei j ∈Es Nkij ∩ Eb

∅

(13)

Based on (11) and (12), we can get: pi j − wi j is led by
k
and (13), it’s
the weight of edges

 in Ni j . With this property
|
p
−
w
|
>
easy to obtain:
ij
ij
ei j ∈Eb
ei j ∈Es | pi j − wi j |,
which means the weights of edges connected partitions with
significant difference are reduced more sharply.

Part A of Fig.5 shows the exploring variation of property 3.
We can see that profited by the exploring strategy, the weight
of weak edge (imaginary line) is further reduced by the
low weight edges among their k step neighbors (i.e., the
pixels near the contour of the plane have higher dW − d P
as in Fig.5 B-(b) than those pixels in smooth regions), which
means this neighbor’s influence sharply reduces the weight of

Fig. 5. The visualization results of the variation generated by our exploring
energy. Part A: The graph view of exploring variation discussed in Property
3. Part C: The graph view of exploring variation discussed in Property 4.
Part B: The visualization of a three-level variation described in Property 5,
where the orange and green nodes correspond to the nodes in Part A and
Part C. (a) dW is the visualization of the degree of k-step transformation
matrix W . (b) dW − d P denotes the visualization for the variation of the
“non-loop edges” between W and its explored version P. (c) W s − P s is
the visualization for the variation of the “meaningful-loop edges” between W
and P. (d) d P is the visualization of the degree P.

edges that near object contour. Thus, this process restrains the
influence of NCut in small salient regions by reducing its Cut
term.
Theorem 4: The exploring influence of the meaningful-loop
edges enhances the difference between the edges of small
saliency partition and others, which extends the balance
attention from pixel-level to partition-level.
Proof: Firstly, we define the edges of nodes in small
saliency partition as Em = {ei j |i ∈ Vm } ∩ Es and in
other partitions as El = {ei j |i ∈
/ Vm } ∩ Es , where Vm
is the node set of small saliency partition. Considering the
characteristic of our proposed meaningful-loop graph model,
the meaningful-loop weight is high for the nodes in the small
saliency partition. So by defining the k neighbor loop-edge set
Nki s = {e j j |aikj = 0} as the k neighbor meaningful-loop edges
set, we can get:
∀ei j ∈El Nki s ∩ Eb = ∅, ∀ei j ∈Em Nki s ∩ Eb

∅

(14)

So
 similar to the pr oo
f of property 3, we can get
ei j ∈El | pi j − wi j | >
ei j ∈Em | pi j − wi j |, which means
the weight of edges in the low meaningful-loop partition is
reduced.

Part C of Fig.5 shows a visible impact of the property 4.
As can be observed, for the pixels in large smooth areas
(e.g., backgr ound), the weight of both meaningful-loop edges
(e.g., Fig.5 B-(c) the background has higher W s − P s than
the central region) and non-loop edges (e.g., Fig.5 B-(b) the
background has higher dW − d P than the central region of
plane) are weakened due to our exploring strategy. That is,
the edges of the nodes that have low meaningful-loop weight
are reduced by the exploring influence of the meaningful-loop.
This reduction can further weaken the degree of the node in
large smooth partitions and generate a partition-level balance
consideration.
Theorem 5: The exploration generates a three-level variation for the weight matrix, which reduces the d NCut term of
the small saliency regions.
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Algorithm 1 Fast Exploring Method for ENCut (f-ENCut)

Fig. 6.

Proof: From (13) and (14), we can get the conclusion
that the edges in small saliency partition Em will generate the
least reduction. Moreover, based on the fact that the edges
in El have much high weight than Eb , the reduction of edges
satisfies Eb > El > Em . Due to the original edge weight wi j of
NCut satisfying Em El > Eb , after normalizing the matrix
P, the final edge weight pi j of our model satisfies Em >
El
Eb . Thus, 
the energy of 
the small salient partitions of
our ENCut (i.e., ei j ∈Eb pi j ∗ ( ei j ∈Em pi j )−2 ) is lower than


that of original NCut (i.e., ei j ∈Eb wi j ∗( ei j ∈Em wi j )−2 ). 
Part B of Fig.5 visualizes the total three-level variation
described in Property 5. We can see that with our exploring
energy, the contour pixel of the plane has the lowest degree
d P , while the degree of the inner plane is a bit higher than the
background. That is, the exploring strategy can compensate
the degree of pixels in the “large smooth area” and “small
saliency area” ( as in Fig.5 B-(d) ) and weaken the edge weight
that connects the pixel near boundaries (as in Fig.5 B-(b)).
Therefore, from property 5, our ENCut model can reduce the
energy of the small saliency partitions that is the basic cause
of the excessive normalization problem of NCut (discussed
in Sec.III.B).
C. The Fast Explored Strategy
Solving the ENCut requires two steps: first, the matrix P is
built by exploring the graph model; second, the label of each
node is calculated by minimizing (10).
According to (11), the matrix P can be reformulated as:
P = (W s )k

Q

(15)

where is the Hadamard Product, Q is the indicator of matrix
W s satisfies qi j = 1, when wisj = 0; otherwise qi j = 0.
Using (15), the matrix P can be easily established. While
if the weight matrix W s is not sparse enough or k is large,
calculating the k-th power matrix of W s will generate high
time complexity. Here we propose a fast exploring method to
deal with these situations.

The mechanism of the fast exploring method.

Our fast exploring method is based on two properties: first,
the weight matrix of the downsample image is similar to
the original image [8]; second, exploring one step in the
downsample image is similar or further than explored two-step
in the original image. As shown in Fig.6, exploring one
step in the down-sampled graph can reach the nodes at a
three-step neighbor in the original graph.
Supposing the size of the input image is X × Y , the size of
the weight matrix satisfies W s ∈ R N×N , N = X ∗ Y . First,
we define the matrix A ∈ R N/2×N corresponding to the downsampling version of the image, which only reserves the rows
of matrix W s in the downsample image. Similarly, the matrix
B ∈ R N×N/2 is defined to reserve the columns in the
downsampling matrix. Then, we use these two matrices to
approximate the power of the weight matrix: (W s )2 = B ∗ A.
Thus, (W s )k can be reformulated as:
(W s )k = (B ∗ A)k/2 = B ∗ A ∗ B ∗ A . . . ∗ B ∗ A
= B ∗ ( A ∗ B) ∗ ( A ∗ B) . . . ∗ ( A ∗ B) ∗ A
= B ∗ ( A ∗ B)

k−2
2

∗ A = B ∗ (W sd )

k−2
2

∗ A (16)

where W sd ∈ R N/2×N/2 . Based on this approximation, the
calculation of the weight matrix becomes: (W s )k = B ∗
(W sd )k/2−1 ∗ A. Thus, we can simplify k times matrix power for
matrix in R N×N into k/2 −1 times matrix power for matrix in
R N/2×N/2 with 2 times matrix multiplication between matrix
in R N×N/2 and R N/2×N/2 , which improves the efficiency.
Similarly, we can use this strategy for W sd to pursue a higher
efficiency. In our paper, we just do it one time. The pseudocode
of the fast exploring method to obtain the matrix P can be
seen in Algorithm 1.
Finally, with the matrix P and the exploring energy, we can
rewrite (10) based on the similar strategy discussed in [11] as:
E p (x) = E NCut (x) = x T L p x = x T D p x − x T P x
subject to: x T D p x = 1

(17)

where D p is the diagonal degree matrix of P, L p is the
Laplace matrix of P, x is the indicator vector. This formulation is a rayleigh quotient, thus the optimal x is equal
to the eigenvector in correspondence with the second small
eigenvalue [11].
V. R ANDOM WALK R EFINING T ERM FOR THE
N ORMALIZED C UT
In this section, we propose a novel refining term for
the NCut-based energy called the RWRT to enhance the
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Fig. 7.

The hierarchical graph model of our RWRT.

neighbor’s attention of the NCut, which can improve the
segmentation performance especially for the twigs. Our RWRT
is motivated by the RW algorithm which is superior in
segmenting the weak contours. Firstly, we define the RWRT.
Then, we introduce the solution for our ENCut with RWRT.
A. Definition of the RWRT
The second level exploration is the RWRT, we focus on a
more exquisite graph optimization that makes the walk diffuse
to the whole graph. The RW model executes a random walk
from the seed node to all of the unlabeled nodes and uses
the first arrival probability to judge the label for unlabeled
nodes (see Sec.III.A). Profited by adopting the first arrival
probability, the proposed RWRT can help to better model the
edge stopping for NCut-based model. That is, when generating
a persistent random walk for each node on the normalized
graph model (i.e., each edge is normalized by its degree), the
walk can pass more strong edges than the weak edges. So, for
the twig, the random walk can reach the strong edges more
times and generate higher first arrival probability than weak
edges. Moreover, the first arrival probability can also detect the
context of the graph model and help the NCut-based model
consider the distribution of low weight edges, which is helpful
to solve the global-dominant problem.
However, the RW is a semi-supervised model that needs
to pre-label some pixels as the seed nodes. To make it unsupervised, we propose a hierarchical graph model as Fig.7.
When given an input image, an undirected graph Gs =
(Vs , Es ) is constructed corresponding to the graph model of
the ENCut model (or other NCut-based algorithms), where
Vs and Es respectively represent the node set and edge set
of the ENCut model. Then we extend the graph Gs into a
k layers hierarchical graph G = (V, E) = (G1 , G2 , . . . , Gk ),
where k is the number of the label. Obviously, the node set
and the edge set can also be defined as a series of subsets:
V = (V1 , V2 , .., Vk ), E = (E1 , E2 , .., Ek ), each of them is
corresponding to a node and an edge in the NCut model.
In each layer Gi , the node set Vi is further divided into two
sets: the pseudo-seed set Vis and the unlabeled node set Viu .
Unlike the seed nodes that have a certain manual label in
other semi-supervised RW model [26], our pseudo-seed nodes
only have a blurry label which may not be entirely credible.
They also satisfy two properties:
1. Each node in the ENCut model at least belongs to one
pseudo-seed set Viu .

2. Each node in the ENCut model at most belongs to one
pseudo-seed set Viu .
Actually, as an unsupervised model, the label of all nodes in
our model is unknown. So, to set some nodes as the weak seed
node, the pseudo-seed is randomly chosen by initialization
strategy and coarsely labeled. With the help of the pseudoseed node, we can perform the RW segmentation algorithm
for each layer to refine the label of pseudo-seed nodes.
To further enhance the twig sensibility and boost the
expandability of the RWRT, we adopt the strategy proposed
by Dong et al. [26]. That is, we add two auxiliary nodes,
killing node
and staying node Vs , into each layer of our
graph model. The former node is connected to all nodes in the
graph, and the latter is only connected with the pseudo-seed
node. The transformation probability of our RWRT model is
defined as:
⎧
wi j
⎪
(1 − ci )
i ∈ Vu and j ∈ Ki
⎪
⎪
di
⎪
⎪
s
⎪
i
⎪
⎪
(1 − ci )
i, j ∈ Vu
⎪
⎪
di
⎨
i ∈ Vu and j ∈ or Vs
p i j = ci
(18)
⎪
⎪
⎪ ci
i
∈
V
s
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
i, j ∈
⎪
⎪
⎩
0
others
where ci is a parameter to control the self-influence, which
helps to enhance the weak edge adherence by ensuring the
random walk stays at the current position rather than spanning the weak edges. Ki is the node set that has the same
initialization label as the neighbors of node i . Compared with
the transformation probability of SubRW [26], we use the set
Ki to limit the walk range. With this change, the random walk
in each layer is limited to a relatively small set of pixels rather
than the whole graph. So the computation efficiency can be
improved.
Considering the weak accuracy of the label of pseudo-seed
node, if we still use the original RW energy function [22]
(it concentrates too much on the seed node), the segmentation
effect of the RWRT may be reduced. Here we choose another
energy function that concerns the first arrival probability
between each node pair. Similar means have been used in
the DRW [28] to improve its segmentation when lacking seed
nodes. This formation according to the form of NCut energy
with the first arrival probability affinity matrix R:
1 
ri j ||x i − x j ||2
(19)
Er (x) =
2
i

j

where x i is the indicative vector of node i , and ri j is the first
arrival probability between node i and node j defined in (3).
B. Solution of the ENCut With RWRT
To solve the two aspects of the excessive normalization,
we merge the RWRT into ENCut energy function as discussed
in Sec.III.C:
1 
( pi j + ri j )||x i − x j ||2
E(x) = E p (x) + Er (x) =
2
i

j

(20)
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Although the ENCut energy can be easily solved by using
the explored method discussed in Sec.IV and the eigenvector
solution in [11], when merging with the RWRT energy, the
complex non-sparse matrix R = (ri j ) is hard to be entirely calculated. Inspired by Meng et al. [17] who use a move-making
algorithm to relax the original NCut energy, here we propose
a new strategy based on move-making algorithm to relax the
alliance energy of the ENCut with RWRT. By computing
the minute quantity element in the non-sparse matrix R, our
strategy can reduce the computation complexity.
Firstly, our objective function can be written as a matrix
form:

2901

Algorithm 2 Solution of Our Method

E(x) = x T (L p + L r )x
subject to: x T D p x + x T Dr x = 1

(21)

where L p and L r are the Laplacian matrices of P and R.
Next, we put the subjection into the objective function to
solve the regularization problem and the minimum problem
together:
E(x) = x T (L p + L r )x + (1 − x T D p x − x T Dr x) (22)
Taking apart the graph Laplacian: L = D − W, the Eq. (22)
becomes:
E(x) = x ( D p − P + Dr − R)x + (1 − x D p x − x Dr x)
T

T

T

T

= 1 − x P x − x Rx = 1 − O(x)

T

(23)

By this conversion, the problem becomes maximizing O(x).
Next, we use Taylor’s formula to expend O(x):
O(x) = O(x 0 ) + ∇ O(x 0 )(x − x 0 )
= O(x 0 ) + ∇ O(x 0 )x 0 − ∇ O(x 0 )x
= O(x 0 ) − (x 0 )T ( P + R)x 0 + (x 0 )T ( P + R)x
= C(x 0 ) + (x 0 )T P x + (x 0 )T Rx

(24)

where x 0 is the initialization value of each node (can be
seen as the label of pseudo-seed of RWRT model). Once
x 0 is given, the C(x 0 ) is a constant value determined by the
matrix P and matrix R. From (24), we can see that O(x) is
monotonic increase and its gradient is determined by x 0 :
dO
= (x 0 )T P + (x 0 )T R = g( P) + g(R) (25)
dx
For each label l, we can calculate the gradient by the initialized
indicative vector x l0 and the matrix P and R. Then, the l
that has the maximum O l (x i0 ) is chosen as the new label
of pixel x i . Note that, the two terms of (25) have different
computation strategies.
For the first term, we use a statical strategy to compute
g( P) profited by the sparsity of P. Specifically, the matrix P
is firstly computed by the fast explored method discussed in
Sec.IV. Then the gradient can be directly calculated by:
∇ O(x) =

g( P) = (X 0 )T P
(x l01 , x l02 , . . . x l0n ).

(26)

where X 0 =
For the second term, considering the non-sparsity of the
matrix R, a dynamic strategy is used to compute it. In this
strategy, we only compute a minute quantity element rather
than compute and store the whole matrix R.

To be specific, for each label l, we can get that:



u = gl (R) = (x l0 )T ∗ R = (
r1 j ,
r2 j , . . . ,
rn j )
l

i∈Vl0

i∈Vl0

i∈Vl0

(27)
where Vl0 = {i |x 0l (i ) = 0}. Because of the limited search
range of our RWRT graph model, we can further simplified
the matrix U = ((ul1 )T , (ul2 )T , . . . , (ulk )T ) = (u i j ):

l j ∈ Ki
l j ri j
i∈Vs
ui j =
(28)
0
others
Then, we can obtain g(R) by (3) and (28) and use
the move-making algorithm discussed in [17] to iteratively
modify the energy function to reach its maximum. The
pseudo-code of the proposed relaxation algorithm is given in
Algorithm 2.
VI. E XPERIMENT
In this section, we validate the effectiveness of our ENCut
with RWRT algorithm on three standard datasets with different characteristics including BSDS500, VOC2012, and
MSRA10K. In our experiments, for the BSDS500 dataset,
we use its test set directly. While for the others, we randomly
chose 200 images to formulate the test set:
• BSDS500: A dataset for contours detection and
clustering-based segmentation. It includes 200 train
images, 100 validation images and 200 test images. The
size of image in this dataset is 321 × 481 and 481 × 321.
Each image has more than 5 segmentation ground truths
with different detail levels labeled by the appearance
variation rather than the semantic information.
• VOC2012: A dataset for semantic segmentation including
1464 training images and 1449 validation images. Each
image has only one segmentation ground truth labeled by
20 semantic object classes and a background class.
• MSRA10K: A dataset for saliency object detection
including 10000 images with size 400 × 300 and 300 ×
400. Each image has only one segmentation ground truth
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Fig. 8. The segmentation result of our method and other NCut-based method with 25 partitions for the BSDS500 images. From left to right is the input
source image, the image segmented by our ENCut with RWRT, our ENCut, the NCut [11], the CCBCut [12], and the PFE [14].

that distinguishes the most salient object in this image.
So each ground truth only contains 2 classes.
In our experiments, for all of the NCut-based models,
we incorporate them with the cluster-based method to generate
the final segmentation labels. Firstly, these NCut-based models
are used to compute a certain amount of eigenvectors d
to each pixel, which can be viewed as the n-dimensional
feature map of an image. Then, we weigh each
√ eigenvector
by its corresponding eigenvalue v by d = d/ 2 v. Finally, the
K-Means cluster is used on the feature map d to generate
the final segmentation result. Due to the number of labels
must be defined for the NCut-based model, two criteria are
used in our evaluations. One is to generate a fixed number
of segmentation partitions which is equal to ground truth
segmentation (denoted as Fi x). The other is to segment each
image into 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 partitions and choose the optimal
one as the final result (denoted as Dyn). The original weight
matrix that we use is the same as it is in [11] with the 3-radius
neighbor and the number of eigenvectors is the same as the
number of labels.
To evaluate the segmentation results, six standard evaluation
metrics are used including: the Boundary Precision (BP), the
Boundary Recall (BR), the F1 score (F), the Segmentation
Cover (Cover), the Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI) and the
Variation of Information (VoI). To reduce the noise, a 5-width
gaussian blur with a standard deviation 1 is applied to each
image.
The parameter σ of the weight matrix is 0.05 for all
experiments, and the step parameter k of our ENCut is set to
5 and λ is set to 1. Moreover, μ = 0.1 is adopted to balance the
effect of the RWRT, and ci = 0.01 is used as the self-influence
to further enhance the adherence of weak edge. Considering
the tremendously high time complexity of the CCBCut [12],
we use the fast strategy proposed by [8] to accelerate it
when obtaining the quantitative result. To ensure consistency,
the initialization embedding map of PFE is generated by
the NCut [11].
A. Experiment on the BSDS500 Dataset
The BSDS500 dataset is the standard benchmark for
contours detection and superpixel segmentation due to the

comprehensiveness of its ground truth that contains many
twigs than the other two datasets. Thus, the performance on
BSDS500 dataset can better evaluate the twig and small object
segmentation for the NCut-based methods.
The qualitative result of our method and the NCut-based
methods is shown in Fig.8. We can see that due to the
excessive normalization problem, the original NCut method
performs worst among all of the tested methods. The other
two methods PFE and CCBCut can generate relatively better
results than the NCut due to its restraining the excessive
normalization by a strength parameter. But when facing small
objects or twigs (the remote person or building in the images
of Fig.8), their segmentation results are not very satisfactory.
What’s more, their indiscriminate balanced restrict (discussed
in Sec.III.B) will also disturb their segmentation performance.
For example, in the first image of Fig.8, the PFE incorrectly
clusters the building into the type of sky. While benefiting from
solving the basic cause of the balance-dominant and globaldominant problem, our ENCut model against the excessive
normalization. As can be observed in Fig.8, even without the
RWRT term, our ENCut method still outperforms all of the
other tested methods. When merging with the RWRT term, our
method can be further enhanced due to the neighbor attention
of RWRT.
Considering that the images in the BSDS500 have
multi-level segmentation ground truths, we use the evaluation strategy discussed above for each level ground truth
and choose the optimal one as the quantitive evaluation
result. Table I lists the quantitive result of the experiment.
As can be observed, our ENCut with RWRT outperforms other
NCut-based models in nearly all metrics, especially in the
boundary-related metrics (i.e., Cover, BP, F). This is because
our ENCut can well segment the small salient regions by
restraining the excessive normalization, meanwhile our RWRT
uses the neighbor attention to help our ENCut model segment
the twig parts. In addition, even though adding the timeconsuming RWRT, our ENCut is also faster than the CCBCut
and PFE that are proposed to deal with the balance-dominant
problem.
We also respectively test the proposed ENCut and the
RWRT. In the experiment of ENCut, we just use our
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TABLE I
T HE Q UANTITIVE R ESULT ON THE BSDS500 D ATASET

TABLE II
T HE Q UANTITIVE R ESULT ON THE VOC D ATASET

Fig. 9. The F1 Score and BR-BP Curve of the NCut-based models and
superpixel segmentation methods for segmenting 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 partitions.

meaningful-loop graph model and explore energy for segmentation. For the experiment of RWRT, we combine the
original NCut [11] with our RWRT term. From Table I,
we can see that only using the RWRT term can also improve
the performance of the original NCut. Since profiting from
more precise initialization and solving the balance-dominant
problem, our ENCut with RWRT will generate much higher
improvement (also better than only using our ENCut) and
faster convergent speed.
In addition, we compare our method with NCut-based and
superpixel segmentation models (such as Cut [9], NCut [11],
CCBCut [12], ERS [33], SSN [34], SNIC [35]). These methods are evaluated with BR-BP and F1 Curve by segmenting
the images into different partitions (i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20, 25).
Fig. 9(a) shows the result of BR-BP Curve, as can be observed,
the NCut-based methods (labeled by “·”) are located near topleft, which means they obtain high BP and low BR, while
the superpixel segmentation methods (labeled by “x”) are
located near the bottom-right, which means that they tend to
have high BR and low BP. This is because the NCut-based
methods only use the color features such as L AB/RG B, while
the superpixel segmentation methods also consider the spatial
features XY that make them generate additional boundaries
among smooth regions and cause lower BP. Compared with
these methods, our algorithm (black full line) performs better
in BR-BP and F1 score than other NCut-based methods and
even has a higher F1 score than the learning-based superpixel
segmentation model SSN when the segmentation is more than
20 partitions. This is because our algorithm can obtain high
BP profit due to solving the balance-dominant problem and
reducing the redundant segmentation in the smooth area, which
is very helpful for balancing the recall and precision.

VOC2012 dataset has relatively fewer categories than the
BSDS500 dataset. Experiments on the VOC2012 can show the
ability of different NCut-based models facing small objects.
Fig.10 shows the segmentation results of our method and
other NCut-based models. As can be observed, the performance of our method is visually better than other methods
especially in complex objects. For example, in the third row of
Fig.10, our ENCut can distinguish the two small cushions with
similar color while other NCut-models cannot segment them
separately due to suffering the balance-dominant problem (i.e.,
when segmenting the two cushions, the NCut-based methods
obtain high Bal term and cause the difficulty to distinguish
small cushions). Moreover, combing the proposed RWRT, our
model can also segment the lathy lamp-post very well. This
is in accordance with the results of the BSDS500 dataset.
The quantitative result is shown in Table II. We can see
that our model can generate much higher performance than
other NCut-based models. Moreover, the promotion for the
VOC2012 dataset is higher than the BSDS500 dataset. This
is because the background in the VOC2012 ground truth is
relatively larger than the BSDS500 dataset. If the restrained
strength of excessive normalization is not suitable enough,
other NCut-based models will still tend to segment the background region, such as the sky.
C. Experiment on the MSRA10K Dataset

B. Experiment on the VOC2012 Dataset
The VOC2012 dataset is widely applied in semantic segmentation. Compared with the traditional segmentation task,
semantic segmentation is an object-level segmentation, which
only distinguishes different objects. So the ground truth of

The MSRA10K dataset is widely used for the evaluation
of salient object detection and segmentation. The images in
the MSRA10K dataset are only labeled with the most salient
object. So its ground truth only has two classes: the most
salient object and the background. The experiments on the
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Fig. 10. The segmentation result of our method and other NCut-based method with 25 partitions for the VOC images. From left to right is the input source
image, our ENCut with RWRT, our ENCut, the NCut [11], the CCBCut [12], and the PFE [14].

Fig. 11. The segmentation results of our method and other NCut-based methods with 5 partitions for the VOC images. From left to right is the input source
image, the image segmented by our ENCut with RWRT, our ENCut, the NCut [11], the CCBCut [12], and the PFE [14].

MSRA10K dataset can show the ability of the NCut-based
models in the bi-partition segmentation task.
Fig.11 shows the segmentation results of our model and
other NCut-based models. Due to the fewer classes of the
MSRA10K dataset, we only cluster the pixels into 5 classes.
For all of the images in Fig.11, except our model, all other
NCut-based models segment the background into multiple
classes rather than aiming at segmenting the salient object. For
example, in the first row of Fig.11, our model can segment
the “yellow hat” of the athlete while other methods tend to
segment the background rather than the salient small “yellow
hat”, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our model in
generating suitable balance strength.
The quantitative results are listed in Table III. We can
see that in all of the metrics, our model outperforms other
NCut-based methods, which is benefited from our suitable
balance strength. Note that the performance of our method is
much higher than other methods when using the Fi x metric
(segmenting the same number of regions as the ground truth,
i.e bi-partition for MSRA10K dataset).
D. Analysis
From the experiment results on three segmentation datasets,
we can see that our model remarkably outperforms other
NCut-based models nearly in all metrics. For the Fi x evaluation metric, in which all of the models are set to segment

TABLE III
T HE Q UANTITIVE R ESULT ON THE MSRA D ATASET

the same number of partitions as the ground truth, our model
performs much better than all of the other methods. This
means that our method can generate a more suitable normalization strength that ensures segmentation accuracy without
over-segmenting the image. For the Dyn evaluation metric
that segments the image into 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 partitions, our
method still outperforms other methods due to our sensible graph model refined by the random walk. When the
number of partitions increases, our model tends to use the
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Fig. 12. The segmentation result of simulate image built by hexagon with
different scales and noise texture.

over-segmentation partition to segment the complex texture
rather than the background.
The ablation study is also performed to compare the
ENCut and RWRT alone. Firstly, to illustrate the performance
of our method intuitively, we generate a simulated image
with small objects as shown in Fig. 12 where the image
is built by a hexagon with different scales and disturbed
by noise texture. As can be observed, due to suffering the
balance-dominant problem and the global-dominant problem,
the original NCut model cannot effectively segment both twig
and small hexagon. The ENCut can segment small hexagon
because it solves the balance-dominant problem by adopting
a meaningful-loop and a k-step random walk. Due to adding
local attention with the help of un-supervising random walk,
the NCut model with RWRT can segment all thin twig but
cannot segment the small hexagon. While using the proposed
ENCut with RWRT, the small hexagon and all of the thin
sticks can be efficiently segmented.
Moreover, Table I, II, and III show the quantitative comparison of the ablation study toward three datasets. We can see
that even without the RWRT, our ENCut can still outperform
other NCut-based methods due to its ability to restrain the
excessive normalization. However, when using the RWRT
term alone to the excessive NCut model, it improves a little
because the balance-dominant problem of the NCut makes
it tend to segment the background. Even though localization
attention can be generated by the RWRT term, it only affects
the veracity for the real contour rather than the redundancy
contour (i.e., the partitions in the smooth region which are
caused by the balance-dominant problem and are abundant in
the NCut segmentation result). When merging the RWRT term
with our ENCut, it will obtain a higher improvement because
our ENCut has suppressed these redundancy contours.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new ENCut with RWRT
method to solve the excessive normalization problem of the
NCut. Firstly, we classify this problem into two aspects:
the balance-dominant problem and the global-dominant problem. For the first problem, we propose ENCut model which
focuses on finding a more accurate similarity matrix by adding
meaningful-loops and exploring the graph model based on the
graph theory. Moreover, a fast exploration method is proposed
to further improve the efficiency of the ENCut. For the second
problem, our RWRT adds neighbor attention to the NCut-based
model by considering the first arrival probability with a
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hierarchical graph model. Finally, we give a move-making
strategy to solve the ENCut model with RWRT term. However,
the proposed RWRT term is not effective enough because it
must solve the original RW process multi-times. Moreover,
although the proposed move-making strategy can optimize
the RWRT with ENCut, it is based on an initialized region
label prior rather than the embedding map. Thus, the final
embedding map for the optimal segmentation cannot also be
obtained, so it is not convenient enough. In our future work,
we need to improve the move-making strategy to make our
method more effective in more computer vision tasks.
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